Safe Decontamination of Medical Devices for Hospitals, Medical Care Centres and Medical Practices

We have the know-how to ensure your safety!
Your competent partner for sterile supply services

INSTRUCLEAN is Germany’s largest, independent service provider for the decontamination of medical devices. Our diversified services ensure smooth, secure and efficient sterile supply in hospitals, medical care centres and medical practices.

Consulting
Consultancy on all aspects of medical device decontamination

Training
Training and coaching of employees working in the sterile supply department

Management
Managing sterile supply departments and operations

Infrastructure
Providing operational infrastructure in form of capacity utilization models

Service
Decontamination of medical devices on a full scale

Cooperation
Collaboration in joint ventures or other forms of cooperation

Restore
Renovation of affected surfaces of surgical instruments

Repair
Repair and replacement of damaged surgical instruments

Maintenance
Maintenance management of surgical instruments

Broad range of extensive services for complex tasks

The decontamination of medical devices is a challenge in both ways, technically and organizationally – a challenge that is often tackled better with some support. INSTRUCLEAN offers a broad service portfolio and can support you in almost all areas of sterile supply services.

Consulting
INSTRUCLEAN gives consultancy on almost any aspect of the decontamination of medical devices, from capacity and construction planning, optimization of decontamination techniques and processes, development of workflows and quality and risk management (set-up, implementation and further development of management systems) to instrument management including sieve optimization, repair management and stock organization. Profit from our extensive know-how as service provider in all areas which naturally are not part of your daily business!

Training
INSTRUCLEAN trains and coaches your employees in all aspects of medical device decontamination, for instance in the area of staff management, interface management or software application, amongst others. Our experienced experts close possible gaps in your staff qualification. The INSTRUCLEAN Academy is accredited by the German Association for Sterile Supply (DGSV) for providing expert training courses (level I to II and CSSD management) and the 3-years occupational education (specialist for processing of medical devices) based on the provisions of the DGSV.

Management
INSTRUCLEAN’s qualified and experienced management staff assumes or supports your CSSD operation or CSSD management – permanently or as a temporary solution in case of staff shortages.

Infrastructure
As part of capacity utilization models, INSTRUCLEAN provides the complete operational infrastructure for reprocessing and decontaminating medical devices. You work with your own staff in the provided infrastructure and do no longer have to deal with technical issues yourself.

Service
INSTRUCLEAN also offers decontamination services of medical devices on a full scale. You do no longer have to tackle the challenges of reprocessing and decontaminating instruments, but can focus on your medical tasks.

Cooperation
INSTRUCLEAN is not only a service provider, but also an experienced partner for joint ventures if you would like to stay more involved in form of a close cooperation.

Restore
Proper decontamination and safe use of surgical instruments require intact surfaces and fully operational instruments. INSTRUCLEAN’s restore service offers a innovative chemical and physical technique for the renovation of affected surfaces of surgical instruments. Surfaces are homogenised and again passivated. Also the marking of surgical instruments is renewed or added where required.

Repair
INSTRUCLEAN takes care of repair and replacement of damaged surgical instruments. The service is provided by our own repair centre in cooperation with selected manufacturers. This combination allows for faster returns of the repaired instruments to the user.

Maintenance
If you wish INSTRUCLEAN takes responsibility for completely managing the maintenance of surgical instruments, thereby offering a economically viable solution at transparent costs.

Modular services tailored to your demand
You can combine any of these services in an individual way. Thus, INSTRUCLEAN always offers solutions tailored to your individual demands.

Sound expertise based on long-term experience in decontamination of medical devices
INSTRUCLEAN’s team has been in sterile supply services for more than two decades. We know the business – and prove our competence every day in our own operations. However, we keep on learning and thus keep our knowledge and skills up-to-date. Thus, INSTRUCLEAN’s services and consultancy are always state-of-the-art and based on the latest facts.

Proven quality
We ensure our service quality due to international standards: INSTRUCLEAN is certified according to DIN EN ISO 13485.

A company of the VAMED group
INSTRUCLEAN belongs to the VAMED group. VAMED is a global provider for hospitals and other facilities in the healthcare sector. The VAMED portfolio ranges from project development, planning and turnkey construction via maintenance, technical, commercial and infrastructure services to the total facility management of healthcare facilities. With its range of services, VAMED covers all areas of healthcare, from prevention and wellness to acute care, rehabilitation and nursing. VAMED has already realised more than 900 projects in 88 countries. For more information please check www.vamed.com.
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